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Abstract

Wide-Web [3], and Prospero [11] organize information
into a distributed hypertext. With these tools, people
create links between relevant information which may reside on di erent servers. Tools like archie [7], Nomenclator [14], and net nd [15] build indices from information
scavenged from various repositories and sources. This
paper describes a discovery architecture that, similar to
this second set of tools, automatically clusters pointers to related information obtained from other repositories and discovery services so that it can be eciently
searched. We call our prototype of this architecture distributed indexing or Indie for short [5].

This paper describes the architecture and the design decisions behind a resource discovery tool that we prototyped to knit together the Internet's resource discovery
fabric. We call the architecture distributed indexing or
Indie for short. Indie consists of a directory of services
and an unlimited number of broker databases that index
their own data, data stored in other brokers, and data
available from other resource discovery services. The
indexing mechanism doubles as a lazily consistent data
replication mechanism that can replicate the directory
of services or any other broker at will.
An Indie broker automatically clusters references to
related objects stored in other autonomous discovery
and database services. Since Indie brokers cluster related information skimmed from thousands of scattered
services, ecient exhaustive search is possible. This centralization led to the success of the archie le location
service. In a way, Indie is a generalized archie that locates autonomously maintained data stored in di erent
discovery services.
We believe that other discovery tools can bene t
from the architectural principles that Indie illustrates
and the ability to cluster related information that Indie
provides.

1.1 Indie Architecture
Indie consists of a replicated directory of services and a
collection of servers or Indie brokers that index information available from other brokers, repositories, and discovery services. Indie specializes in eciently locating
information with minimal need to organize it manually.
A generator object describes each Indie broker. The
generator consists of a textual abstract, a boolean expression over an extensible set of bibliographic elds
which we call the generator rule, and certain technical data about the broker. The appellation generator
rule sums up the idea that a broker's contents is generated by executing the boolean query on lots of other
discovery services and storing the results. Essentially,
the rule generates a broker's database. Figure 1 illustrates a generator object.
All brokers register their generator objects with the
directory of services. A broker can register itself with
any replica of the directory of services, but the particular replica with which a broker registers must agree to
perform certain services. Initially, it must return a list
of other generator objects pertinent to the new broker,
but it must also agree to report changes to this list. A
broker stores its list of generator objects in its registration table and refers to this table when chosing the set
of services it will index.

1 Introduction
Roughly speaking, resource discovery tools either organize or search information distributed across many
repositories. Tools like the Internet gopher [1], the World-
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some of these rules may forward these changes to their
corresponding brokers.
The directory of services is just a specialized broker.
When a broker registers itself with a replica of the directory of services, the broker's generator object is stored
in that replica's trigger table. Only the updates to the
directory of services that trigger this rule are forwarded
to the broker.
Lazily consistent server replication is a side e ect of
Indie's indexing mechanism. To replicate a server, we
create an Indie broker to serve as the replica, assign
the replica the same generator rule as the server to be
replicated, and have the replica index the server or some
number of replicas of it. Since the replica shares the
same generator rule as the primary copy, it lls with
the same data. The replica need not directly index the
primary copy, but instead can index another replica.
Section 2 discusses replication and consistency issues in
the context of replicating the directory of services.
Non-Indie servers attach to Indie through a gateway broker. Indie provides a gateway library consisting
of a set of routines which non-Indie servers can call to
communicate with their gateway broker. The gateway
broker itself is just a normal Indie broker modi ed as
necessary to communicate with the non-Indie server. It
manages a trigger table, registration table, the interface
to the directory of services, and the data consistency
mechanism. A non-Indie server can cooperate directly
and eciently with Indie by making appropriate calls to
the gateway library. If a non-Indie server does not cooperate directly, its gateway broker must communicate
with it in its native protocol and poll it for updates by
brute force. Section 4 describes the gateway library and
discusses how to index other discovery services.
Indie, of course, needs a user interface. Indie's client
program issues queries to brokers, displays lists of items
that match the query, and fetches the contents of speci c
items.
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Figure 1: Generator object for a replica.
A broker's administrator, via the administrator's tool,

subscribes to selected services listed in its registration

table. The broker only indexes services with which it
has subscribed. The directory of services sends update
to the registration table asynchronously, so from time
to time the administrator must elect whether or not to
index new services. The administrator tool feels similar
to network news reader programs where instead of subscribing or unsubscribing to news groups, you register
or unregister with other brokers and gateways to other
discovery services.
When some broker A decides to index some broker
B, the indexed broker stores the generator object in
B's trigger table (see Figure 3). The name trigger table should evoke the sense of an active database [17] in
which speci c rules are triggered and evaluated when
the database changes in particular ways. When one
broker registers its generator object with another broker, the indexed broker executes the generator rule and
reliably forwards the retrieved set of object descriptors
to the indexing broker. Afterwards, adding or deleting
objects from the indexed broker's database may trigger
the evaluation of generator rules in its trigger table, and

1.1.1 Atomicity, Consistency, and Recovery
Indie addresses database consistency and recovery with
a timestamped augmented ooding algorithmwhich works
as follows. An object, regardless of where it resides, is
labeled with the object identi er or oid of the database
which created it, and all trigger table entries, registration table entries, and objects stored in a broker's
database are timestamped. Objects are stamped with
the time at which they were rst added to the broker's
database. Trigger and registration table entry timestamps are updated by the consistency algorithm, described here.
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tion table entry. If it cannot establish communication
with its peer, it marks the trigger table entry as out of
date. Timestamps of rules neither triggered nor marked
as out of date are advanced to the current time. Finally, peers occasionally poll one another in an attempt
to maintain consistency.
We describe the algorithm by example. Figure 3
shows three brokers named A, B, and C. A indexes B
and C and B indexes C. The second eld of the registration table indicates whether the broker is subscribed
(S) or unsubscribed (U) to its peer. The second eld
of the trigger table indicates whether the rule is out of
date (O) or not (Z).
The timestamp mechanism permits convenient recovery from network partition, operating system crashes,
and media failure of the broker's database. It also facilitates creating new replicas. If media failure destroys
the broker's database but not its registration and trigger
tables, then recovery simply involves setting the timestamps on all entries of these tables to zero. The normal
polling process will recover the broker's database.
If media failure destroys everything, then partial broker recovery starts when the broker retrieves its generator object from the directory of services and requests
that the timestamp of the directory of service's trigger
table entry be set to zero. This forces the directory
replica to reinform the broker of services relevant to its
generator rule. The broker's peers, as they poll the broker, will nd that the peer relationship has been broken
and will toggle the registration table entry into the recommended state. The broker administrator can use this
as a hint to re-register with its peer. As the broker reregisters with its peers, it will re ll with data. Brokers
indexing the recovering broker, during polling, discover
that the trigger table entry is missing, and are forced to
re-register with the recovering broker. While a recovering broker may send objects to its peers that they have
already received, these objects get discarded because of
their duplicate oids.
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Figure 2: An Indie object descriptor.
Figure 2 illustrates an Indie object descriptor. An
object descriptor can contain an arbitrary number of attribute value pairs. In the gure, the last few attributevalue pairs are used by the broker's consistency algorithm. Notice that the object descriptors need not include the object itself. This lets a service advertise an
object but retain control of access to it.
When an object is added to or deleted from a broker,
the change causes the broker to evaluate certain rules
stored in its trigger table. For each rule so triggered,
the broker tries to establish a communication connection with its peer. Brokers are peers if either or both
brokers index the other. Once communication is established, the broker evaluates the generator rule against
updates with timestamps younger than the trigger table
entry, forwards changes to the remote peer, and nally
advances the trigger table timestamp to the timestamp
of the latest update. It then transmits this timestamp
to its peer, which records it in the appropriate registra-

1.1.2 Indexing Topology
Indie's rules can only delete and add objects to a broker's database. Thinking of Indie brokers as nodes and
subscribed generators as edges, how do concerns for stability and object consistency limit the topology of the
resulting graph?
In databases with triggered rules, a pernicious set
of rules can trigger each other in an endless cycle. As
an example, consider two databases that register the
following rule with one another: "Upon updating your
database, send me a new object that records the time
of the update". Once either database is updated, the
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Figure 3: Timestamps between brokers.
Figure 4 shows the reference count of an object provided by broker A. On the left hand diagram, broker
B hears about object OID from both A and F. So its
reference count is two. On the right hand diagram, B
still retains a copy of OID even though A deleted it
because B thinks that F can still provide it. If, on account of some request, F tries to fetch object OID, A
will inform F that the object no longer exists.
Indie partially solves this consistency problem with a
strong deletion operation. Strong deletion ignores reference counts and forces deletion. When a broker deletes
one of its own objects or when a broker discovers a consistency problem, it invokes strong deletion. However,
this only partially solves the consistency problem. If
broker A had actually gotten OID from some other broker and broker B unsubscribed from broker A, it would
not be able to delete OID because it would still believe
that OID was reachable from broker F. However, when
an Indie broker attempts to fetch an object, and the
home broker says that the object no longer exists, the
Indie broker invokes strong deletion.
Deletion consistency is easily achieved if the indexing
topology is restricted to a directed acyclic graph. Indie
can enforce a DAG topology by restricting indexing to
be hierarchical, but we believe this is a heavy price to
pay for data consistency.

two rules trigger each other endlessly. Indie generator
rules cannot do this because they do not create new
objects, but only cause existing objects to be replicated
on or deleted from the peer broker. A broker, other than
increasing the object's reference count, ignores attempts
to add an object already in its database; it also ignores
attempts to delete an object that is not in the database.
Ignored updates cannot trigger additional rules. Hence,
concerns for stability do not limit the indexing topology.
As Figure 2 illustrates, Indie uses eld who told us,
in addition to the reference count just mentioned. This
eld lists all the brokers that forwarded a particular object descriptor to a broker. Field who we told is not
actually stored; rather, when needed, this eld is regenerated by applying the object descriptor against the
generators in the trigger table.
Indie's sense of strong consistency requires that brokers delete object descriptors that are not reachable
through the current indexing topology. A weaker notion of consistency based on deleting an object when
a cached time to live value expires is not currently
implemented. Strong consistency requires that when
a broker unregisters its generator object with its peer,
that it removes the peer's who told us entry from all
object descriptors which the peer provided, and delete
those objects whose reference count reaches zero. When
a peer instructs a broker to delete an object, the broker
removes the appropriate who told us entry and decrements the object's reference count. When an object's
reference count reaches zero, the broker marks the item
as deleted and tries to forward the deletion to peers in
its who we told list (which it recreates by evaluating the
rules).

1.1.3 Update Rate Restriction
Indie restricts the rate at which a broker can forward
updates to its peers to reduce performance degradation. For example, if a broker changes its generator ob4
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Figure 4: Topology, reference counts, and deletion consistency.
algorithm guarantees that all replicas eventually learn
of the update.
Viewing the replicas of the directory of services as
nodes and registered rules as directed edges, this graph
must be connected and every edge in one direction must
be paired with an edge in the other direction. Figure 5
illustrates this topology. Any update satis es the trigger
registered between replicas. All said, this implements a
simple ooding based replication algorithm.
Consistency demands that the graph be connected
and care be taken when changing a replica's peers. Consider what happens when a replica drops out of the
graph, and then reattaches itself somewhere else. Suppose that replica R7 disconnects itself from R5 and
reconnects with R3. If some object is deleted while R7
is disconnected, R7 may reinject and reincarnate this
object when it is reconnected.
Notice that reincarnation does not occur if the topology remains xed, even if a replica is unreachable for
a long time. The problem occurs when a replica that
has disconnected itself from its peers reconnects and exchanges data with a new peer. The right hand side of
Figure 5 illustrates this problem. If topology changes
disconnect and later reconnect the graph, the two partitions exchange updates, but can also reincarnate objects
deleted from the other partition.
Indie brokers (and directory of service replicas) avoid
inconsistency through reincarnation by keeping a cache
of deleted objects. If a peer broker tries to reinject an
object in its peer's deletion cache, its peer responds by
injecting a strong deletion. If a peer tries to insert an

ject, it does not forward updates to its peers for several
days. This restriction attempts to short circuit transients caused by broker tuning and experimentation. Although an Indie broker can change its generator object
as frequently as it wants, the directory of services limits
the rate at which it will register the new generator. For
stability, objects added to an Indie database must meet
a particular residency time before they can trigger the
evaluation of generator rules.

1.2 Outline
The remainder of this paper describes the interface to
Indie's directory of services, contrasts Indie with other
discovery services and explains how Indie can index them,
and reviews our Indie prototype.

2 Directory of Services
This section describes Indie's directory of services, from
issues of replication, consistency, and recovery, to the
programming library primitives that interface to it.

2.1 Replication and Consistency
All replicas of the directory of services are created equal,
and \none are more equal than others". This means
there is no primary copy of the directory of services.
Instead, clients register or unregister themselves with
the replica of their choice. Indie's update and recovery
5
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Generator[] = Lookup(query) Returns a list of gen-

update with timestamp beyond the oldest timestamp in
the deletion cache, the peer rst veri es that the object
exists by trying to retrieve it from the object's home
broker. If the object is invalid, the peer injects a strong
deletion.
The directory of services, like all Indie brokers, can
add and delete objects. To simplify maintaining consistency between brokers, if you modify an object stored
in an Indie database, Indie assigns it a new object identi er and deletes the old one. If desired, Indie can compose the new object identi er by incrementing the version number of the old object identi er. However, Indie
treats di erent versions as di erent objects.

erator objects that match the query.

2.3 Dealing with Replicas
The directory of services has a distinguished object identi er (host:0 port:0 oid:0), which generator objects
of all replicas of the directory of services record in eld
replicates. To help nd physically close replicas, generator objects can contain the service's latitude and
longitude in eld location and the boolean generator
rule permits distance queries such as (Distance < 500
miles). Client programs can use this eld, if present,
to select a geographically close replica.

2.2 Interface

3 Contrast with Other Tools

Indie brokers and gateways communicate with replicas
of the directory of services with the following (principle)
primitives:

This section brie y overviews resource discovery tools
currently available on the Internet, contrasts them with
Indie, and discusses how Indie can cooperate with them.

Register(replica, generator) An Indie broker regis-

ters its generator with this particular replica of
the directory of services. Neighbor replicas of the
directory of services invoke this primitive symmetrically so either replica can update the other. Because register() is idempotent, a broker can invoke it at any time.
Unregister(replica, generator) Removes a broker's
generator from the directory of services. Neighbor replicas use unregister to change the ooding
topology of the directory of services.

3.1 Archie
Archie servers [7] index names of les available from
hundreds of FTP archive sites. Users can query an
archie server for le names that match speci ed patterns, a complete list of the FTP archive sites, or a list
of the les available from speci c sites.
Archie is a great success partially from its simplicity
6

3.4 World-Wide Web

and use of available mechanisms, and because it centralizes searchable information. According to its developers,
archie needs a more ecient consistency maintenance
protocol so that topics can be distributed across di erent servers. This will make archie more scalable and
resilient. Archie's developers also plan to build more
elaborate indices and enable attribute-based searches.

The World-Wide Web, or WWW [4], organizes data into
a distributed hypertext, where nodes are full-text objects, directory objects called cover pages, and indices.
WWW also supports full text search over documents
stored at a particular WWW server.
The WWW client provides users with a hypertext
browsing interface. Besides its native HyperText Transfer Protocol, WWW clients understand FTP archives,
gopher servers, archie, and the network news transfer
protocol NNTP. HTTP allows document retrieval and
full-text searches. HTTP objects are identi ed by their
protocol type, the corresponding server's name, and the
path name of the le where the directory or full-text
object is stored.

3.2 The Wide Area Information Server
WAIS [9] is a full text information retrieval architecture whose clients and servers communicate through an
extension of the Z39-50 standard [10]. One server is
distinguished as the directory of services, but it is unreplicated and manually maintained.
WAIS clients can query the WAIS directory for relevant servers, and query a subset of these for pertinent
documents. WAIS servers keep complete inverted indices of the documents they store, and execute full-text
searches on them. In response to a query, a WAIS server
returns a list of relevant document descriptors which the
client displays. WAIS clients support relevance feedback
to help users re ne their queries. The client retrieves
documents from the appropriate servers and displays
them for the user.

3.5 Prospero
The Prospero File System [12] lets users build customized
views, or virtual systems, of directories available throughout the Internet.
Views are essentially directories composed from various sources including a user's own views and imported
views from other users. A user organizes his information space hierarchically, just like traditional le systems. When a user nds an interesting object, the user
can include it in his view by linking to it. The object
may be a simple le or a view. One special type of view
is an index, which returns a directory of objects that
satisfy some query. A view can be composed by applying a lter against an existing view. Filters customize
the target view by reorganizing or extracting parts of
it. Listing a Prospero view requires a computation distributed across all of the nodes reachable by transitive
closure of all of the view's links, indices and lters.
Users advertise information by registering their virtual system with the Prospero server administrator. The
administrator creates a link to the new virtual system
in the master view of virtual systems, where other users
can see and navigate through it.

3.3 Gopher
The Internet gopher [1] both organizes and searches distributed information. Gopher organizes information hierarchically 1 , where intermediate nodes are directories
or indices, and leaf nodes are documents. The root
of Gopher's hierarchy is stored on host rawBits.micro.umn.edu at the University of Minnesota. This is the
default directory retrieved by the gopher client when
rst invoked.
Gopher objects are identi ed by their type, uservisible name, server's host name and port number, and
the object's absolute path name within the server's le
system. The user selects an object based on its uservisible name, and the client retrieves it by constructing
a handle from the server's host name and port number
and the object's path name. Gopher's \search servers"
maintain full-text inverted indices of subsets of the documents stored in a gopher server. They return to the
client handles to documents that match a Boolean search
pattern. Gopher clients can retrieve objects from archie
and WAIS.

3.6 Other Discovery Tools
Besides the services described above, other prototyped
discovery tools include net nd, Semantic File Systems,
and Nomenclator. 2
Net nd [16] is a white-pages directory tool, which,
given an Internet user's name and organization, tries to

1 Actually, the gopher information space is a directed graph,
since it allows cycles.

2 We would like suggestions from the editor on whether we
should delete or shorten this section.
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locate available informationabout the user. A successful
net nd query returns information like the user's e-mail
address and phone number. Net nd builds its indexing
database based on data scattered across a number of
sources, such as netnews messages, the Domain Name
System, the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol, and the nger utility. Among its advantages, we should point out
that net nd relies only on already available information
and mechanisms. However, because of its probing nature, net nd generates considerable network and server
load.
The Semantic File System [6] integrates associative
access into a traditional tree-structured le system. Associative access is achieved by providing le systems
with an attribute extraction and query interface. Attribute extraction is performed by lters called transducers. Queries consist of boolean combinations of the
desired attribute-value pairs. Transducers and queries
produce customized views of the le system hierarchy
called virtual directories, which help locate and organize
information. A semantic le system research prototype
has been implemented on top of Sun NFS.
Nomenclator [14] implements attribute-based or yellow-page naming on top of hierarchical, white-page naming systems. A Nomenclator access function is, in essence,
a server that periodically traverses other access functions and appropriate parts of the white-page name space,
and constructs an index of the objects encountered that
satisfy certain properties. The Nomenclator client uses
a directory of services called the active catalog to identify access functions pertinent to a user's query.

Cooperative non-Indie servers call the gateway library
routines to register themselves with their gateway, create Indie object descriptors for each of their objects, and
forward these to their gateway. They maintain consistency by informing their gateway of new, modi ed, and
deleted objects.
Gateways periodically poll their non-Indie servers
for updates. Non-Indie servers create and timestamp
Indie object descriptors for their objects, and returns
changes to these object descriptors when their gateway
polls them. The consistency maintenance mechanism
between gateways and non-Indie servers is similar to the
one between brokers. When polling a non-Indie server,
the gateway sends the timestamp from its registration
table entry associated with that server as part of the poll
request. The server returns a list of Indie descriptors of
objects whose timestamps are more recent. The gateway updates its registration table with the timestamp
of the latest update. Recovery from failure or partition
also relies on timestamps, and is similar to the media
recovery mechanism executed between peer brokers.
When a client requests the contents of a speci c object stored in a non-Indie server, the corresponding gateway retrieves the object from the server and forwards it
to the client.

4 Indexing Other Services

4.1.1 Gateway Library Primitives

Indie can index the contents of non-Indie servers in two
ways, depending on whether or not they actively cooperate. Non-Indie servers actively cooperate by calling
the appropriate routines from Indie's gateway library.
If they do not cooperate, Indie can index them by brute
force. We explore these approaches below.
As Figure 6 illustrates, both approaches require an
Indie broker modi ed to communicate with the nonIndie server. This broker serves as a gateway for the
non-Indie server. Gateways register themselves with Indie's directory of services to be visible to Indie brokers.
To the rest of Indie, a gateway broker is indistinguishable from an Indie broker. They forward additions and
deletions, accept generator objects in their trigger table,
and register themselves with the directory of services.
Indie tries to preserve the autonomy of information
providers by not giving ownership of their data away.
Consequently, gateways to non-Indie servers describe

The gateway library consists of the following (principle)
primitives:

the contents of objects available from the underlying
servers, but do not contain the actual document.

4.1 Cooperative Interoperability

Register(gateway, server) Registers a non-Indie server
with its gateway. This call is issued by server, and
causes its description to be included in the gateway's registration table.
Unregister(gateway, server) Removes server from the
gateway's registration table. This call also causes
the corresponding object descriptors to be deleted
from the gateway's database.
Oid[] = Poll(gateway, server, timestamp) Used by
the gateway to poll a non-Indie server for updates
more recent than timestamp. Servers respond with
a sequence of Add() and Delete() calls.

Add(gateway, object descriptor) &
8

5 Implementation Notes

between the query and the broker's Library of Congress
ranges. For example, the query for QA76.64 returns the
ordered list G3, G2, G1. Brokers that do not list their
ranges are ranked last.
Indie employs a data structure called a segment tree
[2] to implement this index. Using the subject index
requires that the creators of Indie brokers and gateways
attach Library of Congress ranges to their generators,
and requires that users or their client programs tag their
queries with example Library of Congress numbers.

This section overviews our implementation of Indie, identi es incomplete components of the system, and describes support for the directory of service's ranking
function.
We built Indie atop a real memory database and
set of communication primitives called DHT that were
designed for an ongoing distributed hypertext project
here at USC [13]. We chose DHT because its creator
agreed to support it rather than for reasons of design
or functionality. However, because Indie's database and
interprocess communication calls go through less than
twenty DHT primitives, we can easily incorporate a different storage manager and communication library in
future versions of Indie.
Indie's client user interface and broker administrator tool feel similar to gopher's terminal interface. Both
tools are implemented with the UNIX Curses library.
The client tool displays both text and Postscript, and
understands UNIX directory listings and tar and compressed le formats. The client tool looks to the user's
environment variables when selecting the pager program,
text editor, and Postscript previewer. The client includes a special mode for displaying hierarchical directory listings conveniently (This mode is similar to Apple
Macintosh's System 7's directory listing).

5.2 Future Work
At the time this was written, we are implementing a cooperative gateway to WAIS, but currently use the gateway to FTP archives as the principle mechanism to load
Indie with data. The gateway to WAIS uses the gateway
library primitives, described above. Constructing the
gateway requires creating an Indie broker and carefully
modifying the WAIS server to call the gateway library
in the appropriate place.
We have yet to test high degrees of replication for
the directory of services, stress Indie's DHT database
with tens of thousands of items, or gain sucient experience with the gateway library. We have immediate
plans to build brute force gateways to gopher, WWW,
and the USC library system. Given the gateway to the
USC library, we will be able to evaluate the usefulness
of Indie's subject index. In the long term, we would like
to modify some existing X-window client into our client
and administrator tools.

5.1 Ranking Function
Indie brokers and the directory of services currently employ a simple tagged, inverted index of attribute values
of object descriptors when determining the set of objects and generators that `hit'. We also incorporated a
subject index that we believe may help rank these hits.
Librarians classify books with the Dewey Decimal
System, the Library of Congress Classi cation System,
and the ACM's category and subject descriptors. All
of these schemes are hierarchically structured. Figure 7
illustrates how we exploit the Library of Congress (or
any other) classi cation system when ranking brokers
relevant to a user's query.
A broker's generator object can contain a list of
Library of Congress ranges that describe the broker's
desired contents. Figure 7 illustrates the Library of
Congress ranges of three generators G1, G2, and G3.
G1, a generator for a gateway to a university library,
has range from A to Z. G2, a generator for a broker of
math and astronomy books, ranges from QA to QC. G3,
a generator for a broker on computer networks, has the
two ranges QA76.6-QA77 and TK5000-TK8000. The
directory of services orders hits by the degree of overlap

6 Conclusions
Indie exploits the database notion of triggers and rules
to build an architecture that automaticallyclusters pointers to related information. Similar to the way that network news reading programs and Gi ord's news clipping
service [8] subscribe to particular data sources, the manager of an Indie broker registers its interest with other
applicable brokers and gateways. Indie further exploits
its rules and timestamped based consistency algorithm
to replicate data.
The Internet community widely uses half a dozen
resource discovery tools. Why do we need yet another?
Indie o ers functionality that exists no where else. No
one has yet addressed building a directory of (discovery) services that all tools can use. Except for university research prototypes, no tool automatically clusters
or indexes related information from distributed repositories, and none do it as eciently as Indie. Users of
distributed hypertext tools like WWW, Prospero, and
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Figure 7: Ranking function based on overlap in classi cation.
gopher need a service like Indie to identify documents
to which they should potentially link.
It is our hope that the concepts that motivated Indie
will nd their way into other discovery systems.





Glossary















Indie Broker: A database of references to objects
stored elsewhere.
Directory of Services: The replicated database that
stores the generator objects of all Indie brokers
and gateways.
Generator Object: The description of an Indie
broker or gateway.
Registration Table: Maintained by each Indie broker. Each entry describes an Indie broker or gateway to which this broker may subscribe.
Subscribe: A broker's administrator subscribes to
brokers that he wishes to index.
Trigger Table: Maintained by each Indie broker
and gateway. Contains the generator object of
brokers that index this service.
Non-Indie Service: Refers to any discovery service
or primary source of data such as a le, an FTP
archive, a CD/ROM database, or a library catalogue.
DHT: Distributed Hypertext Protocol used between system components.

Gateways: Indie brokers dedicated to interface to
non-Indie servers.
Peer: If a broker indexes another broker, both are
peers.
Home Broker: The broker that made the data
available originally.
Client: The user interface responsible for querying
brokers, displaying lists of items, and fetching and
displaying the contents of an item.
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